Mountains are a meeting-place. Since time immemorial, in the mountains man meets man and
through man meets God. Mountains are my homeland!
Dear guest, my name is Renzo Turri and I’m here to contact you and welcome you to mi site. I use
the opportunity of your presence on the WEB and of your kindness to give you some information
of a general nature.
Firstly: where we are.
Pejo is a small tourist reality in the middle of the Alps; it is exactly in the Alpi Retiche in the
southern part of the Group Ortles-Cevedale,near the Adamello-Presanella Group and the
Dolomites of Brenta.
The soul of this place is the people who live up these mountains.
Three motives, I think, should bring you to spend your holiday in Val di Pejo (which we call “La
Valletta”)
Since the second half of the 1800’s Pejo has been known for its oligomineral springs water. Known
all over Italy since the days of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, Pejo has been known as a locality
famous for its waters (Admirandum Dei donum…) all over the middle European area. The thermal
center of Pejo Terme offers you a range of drinking water cures appreciated and beneficial
especially for the treatment of respiratory illnesses as well as circulatory rheumatic and
dermatological ones.
Pejo is in the middle of the National Park Stelvio. The Park was set up seventyfive years ago and, as
well as an ambience of exceptional naturalistic interest, it proposes varied and interesting
activities: excursions with snowrackets, walks, guided visits, theme evenings ad so much more.
The visitors’ centre of the Trentino Consortium of the National Park is to be found in Cogolo di
Pejo.
The third point is something which does not elude whoever is interested in touristic proposals.
Pejo has something which is envied in so many touristic realities above all winter ones. Pejo has a
community which has lived here for millennia; a community that existed long before skiing and
tourism which has left its mark of its own culture on mountains in the ancient villages enriched by
the characteristic “masi” (isolated farm houses). The “masi” tell us and in certain case keep alive
the facinating culture of mountains.
A week’s holiday flies by speedily; let’s get organized in time. I’m always at your disposal for
information and booking.
Now two notices of a meteorological, snow nature:
1. The situation of the slopes
2. The weeks forecast
For the ski and snowboard lessons there are two skiable areas connected by ski bus to the
inhabitated centres
1. Ski lift Biancaneve Cogolo with a school camp, tapis roulant, snow park; conventions with
the hotel structures of Cogolo
2. Pejo, seven ski slope three sit lifts, one cabine – lift, one school camp
3. The splendid new funicular the pejo 3000.
Lesson and prices
Collectives max 8 pax min 5 pax cost for ten hours per client € 70,00
Private ski and snowboard: up to four pax cost for one hour per client € 27,00
Each extra + € 5,00.
NB: I don’t organize collective snow board lessons.
Thank you and have a good holiday in Pejo!

